
Still Life: portraits of shoes
Mrs Ras



Create a letter sized or 
tabloid sized page



Find a high resolutions photography of a interesting shoe

You should must

- Be on an angle ie no side views
- Sitting on the floor

Paste this photo into your document.

Now decide the story here.  Who might wear this shoe? A 
teenager from 1990? Or is it more historical like a basketball 
player from the early 1900.  ( they wore converses ,,, 
seriously look it up) 



Once you have decided on your story or “user”

Lets set the stage ie the overall background / setting

Mine is a basketball court

So i found a good high resolution 

We are going to need to play with the perspective of the floor 
most likely to so create a copy of your floor on a new layer

Ps the lighting in this will be the lighting of your overall piece 
too



Ok on the floor 
layer

edit> perspective 
warp

Warp the floor so it 
matches the the 
angle of the shoes



How to use the perspective warp

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e1ktJj96MgY


Another way to achieve perspective is using Vanishing 
point under the filter menu

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ophTQUVKxmk


Ok now lets 
place the shoes 
in the scene

edit> free 
Transform



Continue to add more 
items, ( refrain from 
centering)

Make sure to overlap 
your objects!!! It will 
create depth. 



Use the perspective 
warp to get all the 
items to appear that 
they are on the same 
perspective



Your stage will be set 
when you have two objects 
plus your shoes.  There 
must be a background 



Now that the image 
is collaged, now that 
turn EVERY LAYER 
black and white 

image> adj> black 
and White

DO NOT MERGE 
YET



Now adjust the 
lighting so that all 
objects and 
background appear 
to have the same 
light source

Use your BURN and 
DODGE tool as well 
as just brightness 
and contrast in 
image adjustments



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3k8ZHSkhYcM


Dodge in the 
highlights from 
the light source

Remember 
items are on 
different layers 
so you will 
need to move 
from layer to 
layer



Add a new layer

With a low 
opacity and soft 
edged brush 

Paint in the path 
of light across 
your piece



Change the 
mode of the 
lighting layer to 
soft light 



Hold shift and select 
all your layer

Create a group



Now let's start drawing 
Get a wacom 

We are going to create a detailed contour line drawing of 
your still life

You will need to

● Describe both the exterior outline and details in line
● Have line quality ( different sized and tapered lines)
● Fill the whole image 



Lower the opacity of the 
group layer so that you 
can still see the still life but 
you will also be able to 
see your lines you are 
drawing



Add a layer for 
drawing

Choose brush tool

Choose the pencil 
brush

Use a small brush 
size 10 or less



Start outlining 



Do all the 
outlines 
first before 
details



Add a new layer and 
begin to start the details.  
Lower the size of the 
brush a little 



Once you have 
completed the 
lines now its its 
time to focus on 
line weight

Go over the 
outline again to 
thicken / darken it 
in areas for 
emphasis 



Once the outlines and 
details are down you 
have an option to add 
inner line work for 
shading or form. 



Toggle off the 
group layer to 
see your drawing



Add a new layer just 
above the group

Change our brush so 
that you can get solid 
color with sharp edges 

Try

Kyles inking think and 
thin brush

Start to paint with a 
medium gray to the 
shapes of shadows



Make sure to smooth or 
stylize the shapes so they 
are both descriptive and 
graphic



Make sure to get 
into the details



Once you have done all 
the shadows 

Add a layer below the 
group and fill the layer 
is a light gray tone



Add a new layer above the dark 
gray shadow layer and begin 
adding white or light light gray 
shapes for highlights



You will know your done when you can toggle off your group layer and you can 
see both details in lines and value using only 3 gray tones 


